
SUCCESS CRITERIA FOR WRITING A PLAY SCRIPT KS2 SCIENCE

A clear and accessible assessment checklist to be used to self and peer assess the contents of a play script.

Legends are widely believed to be rooted in the truth, but will have evolved over time and taken on fictional
elements. Letters are missed out in the contraction and replaced by an apostrophe, for example I'm I am or it's
it is. Encoding Encoding is the process of hearing a sound and being able to write a symbol to represent that
sound. A compound sentence is formed when you join two main clauses with a connective. Phoneme A
phoneme is the smallest unit of sound. Vowel The alphabet is made up of 26 letters, 5 of which are vowels a,
e, i, o, u and the rest of which are consonants. Interactive whiteboard Interactive whiteboards are the size of a
usual class whiteboard, but are connected to a teacher's computer, so whatever the teacher is doing on the
computer will appear on the interactive whiteboard. Exclamation mark An exclamation mark is a punctuation
mark which looks like a straight line with a dot underneath it. Verb tense Verb tenses tell us the time when an
action took place, in the past, the present or the future. Multi-clause sentence A multi-clause sentence is
another term for a complex sentence. A series of introductions to Shakespeare for the junior reader, which
convey the beauty and power of the original plays. Non-fiction texts studied at primary school include
instruction texts, recounts, information texts, explanation texts, persuasive texts, biography, journalistic
writing and argument texts. Colon A colon is a punctuation mark that can be used to introduce a list or to
separate two independent but linked clauses. Letter string A letter string is a group of letters that appear in a
word. They usually share a root word. NEW Living Things and their Habitats We've all got to live
somewhere: in the animal kingdom it's sometimes amazing where Powerful verbs are descriptive, rich words.
An autobiography is a text written about one's own life. It supports storytelling, decoding and inference skills
and language learning. Suffix A suffix is a string of letters that go at the end of a word, changing or adding to
its meaning. Instruction texts include lists of items and numbered points detailing how to carry out a certain
activity. More on Display Packs Explanation texts, recounts and instruction texts are non-chronological
reports. Fox who lives underground beside a tree with his wife and four children. Passive voice A sentence is
written in passive voice when the subject of the sentence has something done to it by someone or something.
Recount A recount is a non-fiction piece of writing that gives details of an event that has happened.
Semi-colon A semi-colon is a punctuation mark that is used to separate two independent main clauses that are
closely related. Brackets are also known as parentheses and usually used to show parenthesis. Digraph A
digraph is two letters that make one sound. Kenning A kenning uses a two-word phrase in the place of a
one-word noun in poetry for example, sea-farer instead of sailor. The use of talk partners is a common
technique in the primary-school classroom. Comma A comma is a punctuation mark that separates items in a
list and marks the divisions within sentences.


